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Here is to You, Rachel Robinson
Part of the classic Fudge series from Judy Blume, bestselling author of Tales of a
Fourth Grade Nothing! Peter Hatcher can’t catch a break. His little brother,
Fudge—the five-year-old human hurricane—has big plans to marry Peter’s sworn
enemy, Sheila Tubman. That alone would be enough to ruin Peter’s summer, but
now his parents have decided to rent a summer home next door to Sheila the
Cootie Queen’s house. Peter will be trapped with Fudge and Sheila for three whole
weeks! “As a kid, Judy Blume was my favorite author, and Tales of a Fourth Grade
Nothing was my favorite book.”—Jeff Kinney, author of the bestselling Wimpy Kid
series Love Fudge, Peter, and Sheila? Read all the books featuring your favorite
characters: Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing Otherwise Known as Sheila the Great
Superfudge Double Fudge

Other People We Married
The beloved debut story collection from the New York Times-bestselling author of
Modern Lovers and The Vacationers. In Other People We Married, Straub creates
characters as recognizable as a best friend, and follows them through moments of
triumph and transformation with wit, vulnerability, and dazzling insight. In “Some
People Must Really Fall in Love,” an assistant professor takes halting steps into the
awkward world of office politics while harboring feelings for a freshman student.
Two sisters struggle with old assumptions about each other as they stumble to
build a new relationship in “A Map of Modern Palm Springs.” In “Puttanesca,” two
widows move tentatively forward, still surrounded by ghosts and disappointments
from the past. These twelve stories, filled with sharp humor, emotional acuity, and
joyful language, announce the arrival of a major new talent.

Places I Never Meant to be
When Sally’s family moves to Miami Beach for the winter of 1947, she is excited
and nervous at the same time. What will school be like in Florida? Will she make
any friends? Will she fit in so far away from home? Miami Beach has so many
things to worry and wonder about, Sally is in for one unforgettable winter!
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Superfudge
When Winnie welcomes the Garber family into a previously all-white neighborhood
she learns the difference between good neighbor policies and friendship.

Just as Long as We're Together
Jill goes along with the rest of the fifth-grade class in tormenting a classmate and
then finds out what it is like when she, too, becomes a target. Reissued with a
fresh new look and cover art. Simultaneous.

Wifey
Contains two previously published novels by Judy Blume.

The One in the Middle Is the Green Kangaroo
Because of a bet, Billy is in the uncomfortable position of having to eat 15 worms
in 15 days! At first Billy's problem is whether or not he can swallow the worm
placed before him, even with a choice of condiments. But later it looks as if Billy
will win, and the challenge becomes getting to the worm to eat it. The ordeal takes
new twists and turns every day, leaving the outcome of the bet continually in
doubt.

The Judy Blume Teen Collection
It's Not the End of the World
Trying to be a perfect student and friend is hard enough, but when Rachel
develops a crush on her brother's tutor and lands a surprise date with Jeremy, she
worries that she may be in over her head.

How to Eat Fried Worms
From the New York Times bestselling author of Are You There God? It’s Me,
Margaret and the adult bestseller In the Unlikely Event comes a tale of family,
friendship, and pre-teen life like only JUDY BLUME can deliver. The companion to
Here’s to You, Rachel Robinson. Can you have more than one best friend?
Stephanie’s best friend is Rachel. Since second grade they’ve shared everything,
good and bad. But now it’s the start of seventh grade and Alison has just moved to
their neighborhood. Stephanie immediately clicks with her—she’s cool and fun and
totally humble even though she’s the daughter of a famous actress. Stephanie
hopes all three of them can be best friends, but the more she pushes Alison on
Rachel, the more Rachel seems to drift away. Is it possible to have two best
friends? Or is it true that two’s company, three’s a crowd? “Judy Blume does it
again in what may be her best book yet!” –American Bookseller

Summer Sisters
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A young girl tries to restore order to her family life by preventing her parents from
going through with their divorce.

Deenie
Fifth-grader Peter Hatcher's mother is pregnant, his four-year-old brother, Fudge, is
a constant embarrassment to his family, and his parents want to move to New
Jersey for a year, could life get any worse?

For the Love of Books
Offers two novels featuring women, men, marriage, divorce, sex, love, identity, and
romance.

Starring Sally J. Freedman as Herself
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Look for special features inside. Join the
Random House Reader’s Circle for author chats and more. In the summer of 1977,
Victoria Leonard’s world changes forever when Caitlin Somers chooses her as a
friend. Dazzling, reckless Caitlin welcomes Vix into the heart of her sprawling,
eccentric family, opening doors to a world of unimaginable privilege, sweeping her
away to vacations on Martha’s Vineyard, an enchanting place where the two
friends become “summer sisters.” Now, years later, Vix is working in New York
City. Caitlin is getting married on the Vineyard. And the early magic of their long,
complicated friendship has faded. But Caitlin begs Vix to come to her wedding, to
be her maid of honor. And Vix knows that she will go—because she wants to
understand what happened during that last shattering summer. And, after all these
years, she needs to know why her best friend—her summer sister—still has the
power to break her heart. Praise for Summer Sisters “Compulsively readable . . .
[Blume’s] powers are prodigious.”—The New York Times Book Review “As warm as
a summer breeze blowing through your hair, as nostalgic as James Taylor singing
‘How Sweet It Is.’ You remember. So does Judy Blume. How sweet it
was.”—Chicago Tribune “An exceptionally moving story that can leave the reader
laughing and crying . . . sometimes at the same time . . . Blume creates a rich
tapestry of characters.”—The Denver Post “Blume’s characters still tend to hover
after the book is set aside. . . . She catches perfectly the well-armored love
between longtime female friends.”—The Seattle Times

Going, Going, Gone! with the Pain and the Great One
THE PAIN AND the Great One are going places! In these new stories the kids are on
the go—the Pain needs a trip to the emergency room; the family goes to the mall
and not everyone stays together; the kids visit a county fair and want to ride the
Super Slide; and a beach outing includes a boogie board. Lots more action and
adventure for the dynamic duo who never stay still.

Soupy Saturdays with The Pain & The Great One
From the New York Times bestselling author of I Dissent comes a biographical
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graphic novel about celebrated Supreme Court justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
Supreme Court justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg is a modern feminist icon—a leader in
the fight for equal treatment of girls and women in society and the workplace. She
blazed trails to the peaks of the male-centric worlds of education and law, where
women had rarely risen before. Ruth Bader Ginsburg has often said that true and
lasting change in society and law is accomplished slowly, one step at a time. This is
how she has evolved, too. Step by step, the shy little girl became a child who
questioned unfairness, who became a student who persisted despite obstacles,
who became an advocate who resisted injustice, who became a judge who revered
the rule of law, who became…RBG.

Blubber
Double Fudge by Judy Blume
Six-year-old (The Pain) and his eight-year-old sister (The Great One) have a
challenging relationship as they share experiences learning to ride a bicycle,
having a birthday party, and dog-sitting.

Wolf Won't Bite!
Newbery Medal–winning Beverly Cleary’s books have delighted children for
generations, and beloved characters such as Ramona, Henry Huggins, and Ralph S.
Mouse continue to appeal to young readers today. For a taste of Beverly Cleary’s
extensive work, this ebook collection features several of her most cherished titles!
Henry Huggins: In Beverly Cleary's first novel, boys and girls alike will instantly be
charmed by an average boy whose life is turned upside down when he meets a
lovable puppy with a nose for mischief. Ramona the Pest: Ramona Quimby is
excited to finally start kindergarten. Then she gets into trouble for pulling her
classmate's boingy curls during recess. Even worse, her crush rejects her in front
of everyone. Beezus says Ramona needs to quit being a pest, but how can she stop
if she was never trying to be one in the first place? The Mouse and the Motorcycle:
In this imaginative adventure, a young mouse named Ralph is thrown into a world
of excitement when a boy and his shiny toy motorcycle check into the Mountain
View Inn. Socks: Ever since the day Mr. and Mrs. Bricker saved Socks the cat from
a life spent in a mailbox drop slot, he has been the center of their world. But when
a new baby arrives, suddenly the Brickers have less and less time for Socks. Socks
feels left out! What will it take to make Socks realize just how much the Brickers
care about him?

Judy Blume and You
Pete describes the family vacation in Maine with the Tubmans, highlighted by the
antics of his younger brother Fudge.

BFF
In her highly anticipated new novel, Judy Blume, the New York Times # 1 bestPage 4/10
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selling author of Summer Sisters and of young adult classics such as Are You There
God? It’s Me, Margaret, creates a richly textured and moving story of three
generations of families, friends and strangers, whose lives are profoundly changed
by unexpected events. In 1987, Miri Ammerman returns to her hometown of
Elizabeth, New Jersey, to attend a commemoration of the worst year of her life.
Thirty-five years earlier, when Miri was fifteen, and in love for the first time, a
succession of airplanes fell from the sky, leaving a community reeling. Against this
backdrop of actual events that Blume experienced in the early 1950s, when airline
travel was new and exciting and everyone dreamed of going somewhere, she
paints a vivid portrait of a particular time and place—Nat King Cole singing
“Unforgettable,” Elizabeth Taylor haircuts, young (and not-so-young) love,
explosive friendships, A-bomb hysteria, rumors of Communist threat. And a young
journalist who makes his name reporting tragedy. Through it all, one generation
reminds another that life goes on. In the Unlikely Event is vintage Judy Blume, with
all the hallmarks of Judy Blume’s unparalleled storytelling, and full of memorable
characters who cope with loss, remember the good times and, finally, wonder at
the joy that keeps them going. Early reviewers have already weighed in: “Like
many family stories, this one is not without its life-changing secrets and surprises.
There is no surprise that the book is smoothly written, and its story compelling.
The setting—the early 1950s—is especially well realized through period references
and incidents.” —Booklist (starred review) and “In Blume’s latest adult novel . . .
young and old alike must learn to come to terms with technological disaster and
social change. Her novel is characteristically accessible, frequently charming and
always deeply human.” —Publishers Weekly From the Hardcover edition.

The World of Beverly Cleary Collection
A six-year-old (The Pain) and his eight-year-old sister (The Great One) see each
other as troublemakers and the best-loved in the family.

Judy Blume Essentials
There is a lot going on in his life that thirteen-year-old Tony Miglione does not
really understand--like why his parents suddenly have money enough to buy a
house on Long Island, why his mother has changed, why his rich friend Joel
shoplifts, why he is obsessed with Joel's sixteen-year-old sister, and why he is
having terrible stomach pains.

Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing
Second-grader Freddy hates being the middle one in the family until he gets a part
in the school play.

The Ramona Collection, Volume 1
This wonderful Ramona Box Set, by Beverly Cleary, contains four books: Ramona
the Brave, Ramona the Pest, Beezus and Ramona, and Ramona Quimby, Age 8.
Beezus and Ramona Beezus tries very hard to be patient with her little sister, but
four-your-old Ramona has a habit of doing the most unpredictable, annoying,
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embarrassing things in the world. Sometimes Beezus doesn't like Ramona much,
and that makes her feel guilty. Sisters are supposed to love each other, but pesky
little Ramona doesn't seem very lovable to Beezus right now. Ramona the Pest
Ramona is off to kindergarten, and it is the greatest day of her life. She loves her
teacher, Miss Binney, and she likes a little boy named Davy so much she wants to
kiss him. So why does Ramona get in so much trouble? And how does Ramona
manage to disrupt the whole class during rest time? Anyone who knows Ramona
knows that she never tries to be a pest. Ramona the Brave Now that she's six and
entering the first grade, Ramona is determined to be brave, but it's not always
easy, with a scary new all-by-herself bedroom, her mother's new job, and a new
teacher who just doesn't understand how hard Ramona is trying to grow up.
Ramona Quimby, Age 8 Ramona feels quite grown up taking the bus by herself,
helping big sister Beezus make dinner, and trying hard to be nice to pesky Willa
Jean after school. Turning eight years old and entering the third grade can do that
to a girl. So how can her teacher call her a nuisance? Being a member of the
Quimby family in the third grade is harder than Ramona expected.

Pure Fudge
A giggles-guaranteed picture book from the acclaimed Emily Gravett, starring
three little pigs and a wolf who (maybe) won’t bite. I can stand him on a stool! I
can dress him in a bow I can ride him like a horse but WOLF WON’T BITE! Come
along on a wild circus adventure about three little pigs who have captured a wild
wolf. They can make him do all sorts of tricks, but don’t worry—he would NEVER
bite. From award-winning and beloved creator Emily Gravett, Wolf Won’t Bite!
contains charming text that begs to be read aloud, and quirky humor fills every
page of this playful take on “The Three Little Pigs.”

The Pain and the Great One
Part of the classic Fudge series from Judy Blume, bestselling author of Tales of a
Fourth Grade Nothing! Fudge is obsessed with money. He’s making his own “Fudge
Bucks” and has plans to buy the entire world. But life gets really crazy when Fudge
and his older brother, Peter, run into their long-lost relatives, the Howie Hatchers.
Now they have to deal with annoying twin cousins and a weird younger cousin,
coincidentally named Farley Drexel Hatcher—just like Fudge! Their names aren’t
the only similarity, and before long, mini-Fudge is causing just as much trouble as
Fudge always has! “As a kid, Judy Blume was my favorite author, and Tales of a
Fourth Grade Nothing was my favorite book.”—Jeff Kinney, author of the bestselling
Wimpy Kid series Love Fudge, Peter, and Sheila? Read all the books featuring your
favorite characters: Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing Otherwise Known as Sheila the
Great Superfudge Fudge-a-Mania

Then Again, Maybe I Won't
First-grader Jake "The Pain" and his sister, third-grader Abigail "The Great One"
have more adventures, including visiting their cousins in New York and celebrating
their cat Fluzzy's birthday.
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Friend Or Fiend? with the Pain and the Great One
Hoping to dispel dark thoughts and evil from his corrupt kingdom, young King
Amor proclaims an unconventional law and watches for the expected
transformation.

Smart Women
No one should have to survive adolescence (or adulthood) without Judy Blume. And
with this essential boxed set of seven beloved novels, no one has to. The ideal
antidote for angst at any age, this boxed set of seven classic Judy Blume books
makes a great gift for yourself or someone else. From Margaret and her crisis of
faith in Are You There God? It’s Me, Margaret to Karen and her coping with her
parents’ divorce in It’s Not the End of the World, the characters of these cherished
novels feel like more than characters—they feel like friends. This boxed set
includes paperback editions of the following Judy Blume classics: Are You There
God? It’s Me, Margaret Blubber Deenie Iggie’s House It’s Not the End of the World
Then Again, Maybe I Won’t Starring Sally J. Freedman as Herself

Becoming RBG
A celebration of the meaning and comfort printed books bring to our homes and
lives, from the curation and design experts at Juniper Books. Explore the
significance of the home library, embellished with alluring photography and
illustrations, in a keepsake worthy of any bibliophile’s collection. For the Love of
Books shares the vision of Juniper Books, a business that embraces the roles that
books fulfill in our lives and their staying power. It recounts the history of books
and private libraries, and champions the resilience of books in the digital era. Dive
into the nuances that define books for reading, books for decoration, and books for
inspiration. Instructive chapters provide useful details for creating and curating
one’s own home library, whether it be a single shelf or multiple rooms each with
their own collection. You will never look at your bookshelves the same way again.
For the Love of Books is about storytelling beyond the pages of our favorite books.
Our books—the ones we choose to keep—tell the story of who we are. They remind
us who we once were and who we aspire to be. Thatcher Wine founded Juniper
Books in 2001. The company creates custom libraries and has perfected the art of
turning books inside out to allow for books to tell stories not just to us, but about
us. Working with booklovers, homeowners, and designers, Juniper Books has
provided the world with a fresh new approach to the printed book. Thatcher grew
up in New York City where his parents owned and operated The Quilted Giraffe,
one of the most innovative restaurants in America. Thatcher graduated from
Dartmouth College with a degree in history and art history and lives in Boulder,
Colorado. Elizabeth Lane is the founder of Quarterlane, a quarterly subscription
book service which merged with Juniper Books in 2018. She is also the book buyer
for her local independent bookstore, Partners Village Store and Kitchen in
Westport, Massachusetts. Prior to working in books, Elizabeth worked in
contemporary visual art—in galleries, nonprofit initiatives and museums in New
York, Austin, and Chicago. Elizabeth graduated from Davidson College with a
degree in art history and received her masters degree from the School of the Art
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Institute of Chicago.

In the Unlikely Event
Being a teenager (or an adult) is way easier with Judy Blume. And now that five of
her most cherished classics are available in a paperback boxed set, everyone can
get what they need. Whether it’s a gift for yourself or someone else, this boxed set
of five beloved Judy Blume books is the perfect way to share the relatable travails
and triumphs of growing up. From Katherine and first love in Forever… to Davey
and her transition through loss in Tiger Eyes, the characters of these cherished
novels feel like more than characters—they feel like friends. This boxed set
includes gorgeous paperback editions of the following Judy Blume novels: Are You
There God? It’s Me, Margaret Deenie Forever Then Again, Maybe I Won’t Tiger Eyes

The Land of the Blue Flower
With more than four million copies sold, Wifey is Judy Blume's hilarious, moving
tale of a woman who trades in her conventional wifely duties for her wildest
fantasies-and learns a lot about life along the way. Sandy Pressman is a nice
suburban wife whose boredom is getting the best of her. She could be making
friends at the club, like her husband keeps encouraging her to do. Or working on
her golf game. Or getting her hair done. But for some reason, these things don't
interest her as much as the naked man on the motorcycle

Wifey
Double Fudge
A collection of short stories accompanied by short essays on censorship by twelve
authors whose works have been challenged in the past.

A Box of Fudge
Two thirtysomethings try to find their way through the complications of postmarriage love in this beloved novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Judy Blume. Margo and B.B. are each divorced, and each is trying to reinvent her
life in Colorado—while their respective teenage daughters look on with a mixture of
humor and horror. But even smart women sometimes have a lot to learn—and they
will, when B.B.’s ex-husband moves in next door to Margo Includes a New
Introduction by the Author

Forever . . .
A thirteen-year-old girl seemingly destined for a modeling career finds she has a
deformation of the spine called scoliosis.

Otherwise Known as Sheila the Great
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Sheila Tubman sometimes wonders who she really is: the outgoing, witty, and
capable Sheila the Great, or the secret Sheila, who's afraid of the dark, spiders,
swimming, and dogs. When her family spends the summer in Tarrytown, Sheila has
to face some of her worst fears. Not only does a dog come with the rented house,
but her parents expect Sheila to take swimming lessons! Sheila does her best to
pretend she's an expert at everything, but she knows she isn't fooling her new best
friend, Mouse Ellis, who happens to be a crackerjack swimmer and a dog lover.
What will it take for Sheila to admit to the Tarrytown kids -- and to herself -- that
she's only human?

Fudge-a-Mania
You’ll never forget your first timereading Forever, Judy Blume’s groundbreaking
novel about teen sexuality, as an ebook. When you build up something in your
mind—really imagine it, wish for it—sometimes, when it actually happens, it
doesn’t live up to your expectations. True love is nothing like that. Especially not
for Katherine and Michael, who can’t get enough of each other. Their relationship is
unique: sincere, intense, and fun all at the same time. Although they haven’t been
together all that long, they know it’s serious. A whole world opens up as young
passion and sexuality bloom. But it’s senior year of high school, and there are big
changes ahead. Michael and Katherine are destined for another big “first”: a
decision. Is this the love of a lifetime, or the very beginning of a lifetime of love?

Iggie's House
Peter thinks he has the world's biggest problem - his little brother, Fudge. Fudge
causes trouble wherever he goes and it's usually up to Peter to sort out the mess.
When Peter wins a tiny green turtle called Dribble, he's determined to keep it away
from his brother. But when Fudge does get his hands on Dribble - disaster strikes!
Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing is the first book in this hugely successful series
from the bestselling author and household name Judy Blume, featuring cover art
from picture book star, Emily Gravett.
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